
Description
2019/2020 charge

Room Hire (min of 2 hour booking from 01/04/2014) (Non VATable)

Guildhall Casual ph - weekdays (Community Rate) £16.00
Casual ph - weekends (Community Rate) £21.00
Regular ph - weekdays (Community Rate) £15.00
Regular ph weekends (Community Rate) £18.00
Casual ph - weekdays (Commercial Rate) £19.20
Casual ph - weekends (Commercial Rate) £25.20
Regular ph - weekdays (Commercial Rate) £18.00
Regular ph weekends (Commercial Rate) £21.60

Council Chamber Casual ph - weekdays (Community Rate) £11.00
Casual ph - weekends (Community Rate) £15.00
Regular ph - weekdays (Community Rate) £10.00
Regular ph weekends (Community Rate) £14.00
Casual ph - weekdays (Commercial Rate) £13.20
Casual ph - weekends (Commercial Rate) £18.00
Regular ph - weekdays (Commercial Rate) £12.00
Regular ph weekends (Commercial Rate) £16.80

Room Hire Extras Piano (Community Rate) £12.00 per session
(VATable) Piano (Commercial Rate) £14.40 per session

Tea/Coffee per cup (Community Rate) £0.50
Tea/coffee per cup with biscuits (Community) £1.00
Tea/Coffee per cup (Commercial Rate) £0.50
Tea/coffee per cup with biscuits (Commercial) £1.00
Photocopying (Community Rate) 15p - black

30p - colour
Photocopying (Commercial Rate) 15p - black

30p - colour

Allotments Grenfell Avenue pa £25.00
2018/19 Charges Fairmead Road pa £35.00
Effective For Churchtown pa £35.00
1st January 2019 Grenfell Avenue New Site pa £25.00
(Non VATable) Water pa £10.00
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Trailer Hire (per day) (VATable)
Saltash Community Groups £30.00
Other Councils and Non-Profit Organisations 
Outside of Saltash

£120.00

Commercial Organisations or Hirers £180.00

Gas Beacon (per day) (VATable)
Gas beacon inc Gas £30.00

Other Charges (VATable)
Freedom of Information Charge (first 18 hours 
free of charge) £25.00 per hour

Mooring Fees (VATable)

Pontoon (Berth) per metre - permanent users, 
charge per annum, minimum £800

£136.00

Visiting boats - (2 hours free);charge for 24 h £20.00
Trusted boated scheme - (casual users); charge 
per annum

£70.00
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